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Executive Summary 
 

 
These are the proceedings of the “ITM Data Exchange Workshop”. The event was held virtually via Microsoft 
Teams on January 7th, 2021 from 1:00 – 3:00 pm Eastern Time. This workshop was conducted as part of a 
research project on “ITM Data Exchange” sponsored by a consortium of industry stakeholders, including 
Telgian, Procter and Gamble, American Society of Healthcare Engineering (ASHE), Siemens, Brandforsk, 
Verisk, Johnson Controls, Sandia National Labs, Honeywell, NEMA, NFSA and AFAA. This topic is of direct 
interest to AHJ’s, Facility Managers, Building Owners, Fire Protection Contractors, Inspectors, Fire Protection 
Engineers or Consultants, Codes & Standards Representatives, Fire Protection Manufacturers, Insurers, Data 
Solution providers and other relevant stakeholders. Most of these stakeholder groups were represented at this 
event. 
 
The primary objectives of this workshop were to:  

• Review the developed ITM Data Exchange model and the supporting material with stakeholders.  
• Provide a forum for stakeholders to provide feedback on the developed model and analytics dashboard. 
• Engage in discussions on how to move forward as a community, leveraging this data model to share 

and exchange data to support analyses for the benefit of the fire protection community. 
 
This virtual workshop built upon conversations started at the “ITM Data Exchange” focus group meetings held 
in October 2019. Specifically, this workshop provided an update on the Fire Protection Research Foundation’s 
efforts, in collaboration with Netage, to develop and pilot test a comprehensive, scalable, and extensible data 
exchange model to facilitate ITM data sharing from diverse ITM data sources. The discussions centered 
around: 

• The state of the fire protection industry on Inspection, Testing and Maintenance (ITM) data. Where are 
we at? What were the needs/use cases for data sharing and exchange? What are the challenges? What 
data is available for analysis? Appetite for data sharing and exchange. 

• International best practices for data standardization, data models, and exchange approaches.  
• Review of the methodology and framework employed for the ITM Data Exchange Model, developed for 

this FPRF project.  
• Live demo and interaction with the developed data model and analysis dashboard.  
• Panel discussion on where we go next and the impact of this developed model on the fire protection 

industry. 
 
These discussions were in support of developing recommendations for initial ITM data specifications to begin 
standardizing data across the industry and collaboratively help the fire protection community better leverage 
data to drive decision making. 
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1) Background and Overview 
 

 
In recent years, there has been a growing interest to use Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance (ITM) activity 
data on fire protection systems to inform decisions related to system reliability, risk acceptability and ITM 
frequencies (risk, occupancy-based and performance-based). This data is being captured in thousands of 
different formats, through hundreds of different approaches, and by thousands of different groups but one key 
thing has been lacking to date – standardization. This void has restricted the ability to determine sound 
performance-based inspection frequencies and prevents stakeholders from exchanging and analyzing data 
that can influence safety and efficiencies.  Our goal has been to capture and standardize ITM data to inform 
collaborative research and enable large-scale systematic analyses and predictive analytics without triggering 
a seismic paradigm shift in ITM data collection strategies for the industry. To address this need, the Fire 
Protection Research Foundation (FPRF) initiated a research project to develop and pilot test a comprehensive, 
scalable, and extensible data exchange model to facilitate ITM data sharing from diverse ITM data sources. 
 
In support of the on-going Fire Protection Research Foundation project "ITM Data Exchange Model", the Fire 
Protection Research Foundation hosted a free Virtual Workshop on Standardizing ITM Data to Support 
System Reliability Analysis on January 7th from 1:00 -3:00 pm ET.  
 
Workshop Purpose: This virtual workshop aimed to build upon conversations started at the “ITM Data 
Exchange” focus group meetings held in October 2019. Specifically, this workshop provided an update on the 
Fire Protection Research Foundation’s efforts, in collaboration with Netage, to develop and pilot test a 
comprehensive, scalable, and extensible data exchange model to facilitate ITM data sharing from diverse ITM 
data sources. The discussions centered around: 

• The state of the fire protection industry on Inspection, Testing and Maintenance (ITM) data. Where are 
we at? What were the needs/use cases for data sharing and exchange? What are the challenges? What 
data is available for analysis? Appetite for data sharing and exchange. 

• International best practices for data standardization, data models, and exchange approaches.  
• Review of the methodology and framework employed for the ITM Data Exchange Model.  
• Live demo and interaction with the developed data model and analysis dashboard.  
• Panel discussion on where we go next and the impact of this developed model on the fire protection 

industry. 
 
The workshop discussions were intended to support the development of recommendations for initial ITM data 
specifications to begin standardizing data across the industry and collaboratively help the fire protection 
community better leverage data to drive decision making.  
 
In preparation for the virtual workshop, the research team provided all attendees with pre-recorded videos of 
relevant background materials, to allow for more open discussion during the live workshop portion. The videos 
are available at the links below: 

• Status update on FPRF "ITM Data Exchange" research project:  https://youtu.be/2eoFL5joEyk 
• Overview of fair data principles: https://youtu.be/kt1BEZMiUG4 
• Core concepts of graph data models: https://youtu.be/eif6BEA7HX0 
• ITM Data Exchange model explained: https://youtu.be/1kE-Sh23B0E  

 
Prior to the workshop, the hosts provided all registered attendees with a link to an online Padlet, where all the 
pre-recorded content was uploaded. All attendees were encouraged to provide comments, questions, 

https://www.nfpa.org/-/media/Files/News-and-Research/Resources/Research-Foundation/Current-projects/ProjectSummaryITMDataExchange.ashx
https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Resources/Fire-Protection-Research-Foundation
https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Resources/Fire-Protection-Research-Foundation
https://youtu.be/2eoFL5joEyk
https://youtu.be/kt1BEZMiUG4
https://youtu.be/eif6BEA7HX0
https://youtu.be/1kE-Sh23B0E
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thoughts, or points of discussion on the Padlet prior to and during the workshop to help facilitate discussion. 
The ITM Data Workshop Padlet can be accessed here. 
  
The agenda for this 2-hour virtual workshop is provided in Table 1 below: 
 
Table 1: Workshop Agenda 

Time Agenda Item Presenter 
1:00 – 1:05 pm Opening Remarks, Agenda, Workshop Preliminaries Victoria Hutchison, FPRF 
1:05 – 1:20 pm Overview of active FPRF Research on ITM Data Exchange Model Victoria Hutchison, FPRF and 

Bart Van Leeuwen, Netage 
1:20 – 1:30 pm Overview of Fair Data Principles Bart Van Leeuwen, Netage  
1:30 – 1:40 pm Overview of graph data model concepts Bart Van Leeuwen, Netage  
1:40 – 1:55 pm Facilitated Q/A All Attendees 
1:55 – 2:05 pm Live Demo of ITM Data Exchange Model and Dashboard Bart van Leeuwen, Netage 
2:05 – 2:25 pm Open discussion on data model demo & other feedback All Attendees 
2:25 – 2:55 pm Panel Discussion:  

• How do we develop a community that agrees on how to 
share data? 

• What is industry’s perspective on standardized data 
agreements?  

• What are the boundaries for exchanging ITM data? 
• What entity should facilitate the data sharing 

infrastructure, both the principle and the infrastructure?  

Moderator:  
Victoria Hutchison 
Panelists: 
- Josh Brackett, Baptist 

Health 
- Christina Francis, P&G 
- Matt Hinds-Aldrich, AAIS 
- Tobias Kuhn, VU 

Amsterdam 

2:55 – 3:00pm Final discussion/closing remarks Victoria Hutchison, FPRF 
 
 
 
 

  

https://padlet.com/vhutchison/bmd4oq94cbh3n31h
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2)  Presentations Overview 
 

 
Victoria Hutchison of the Fire Protection Research Foundation initiated the event by providing an overview of 
the workshop purpose, goals and objectives and the agenda for the workshop. She clarified that the workshop 
discussions would be around data and data standardization for the data or information documented during 
inspection testing and maintenance activities performed on fire protection systems in accordance with NFPA 
25, Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems, NFPA 72, 
Fire Alarm and Signaling Code and others.  
 
Victoria indicated that many of the updates from the research project were provided in the pre-recorded 
materials, and the primary focus of the workshop discussion will be around the demonstration of the ITM data 
exchange model and discussion and feedback on next steps, challenges, and opportunities for the industry.  
 

Background on ITM Data Initiatives 
 
Victoria Hutchison, FPRF, provided the attendees with a brief overview of the ITM data initiatives at the 
Foundation over the past 10 years and why we are talking about and interested in ITM data.  For the purposes 
of this workshop, references to ITM data mean “data or information documented during inspection, testing and 
maintenance activities performed on fire protection systems”. FPRF, NFPA and the industry as a whole has 
interest in this data because there is potential to transform this data into knowledge about system component 
performance, when it is consolidated and analyzed. And from that knowledge, we can make more informed 
decisions on ITM frequencies, risk acceptability, performance-based strategies, among others.   
 
Several projects and workshops have been conducted by the Foundation on the topic of ITM data collection 
and analysis (available at www.nfpa.org/foundation), including: 

• Report: Fire Pump Field Data Collection and Analysis (2012) 
• Workshop: Guide to applying reliability-based decision making to ITM frequency for fire protection 

systems and equipment (2012) 
• Workshop: Big data and fire protection systems (2016) 
• Project: Applying reliability-based decision making to ITM frequency 

 
All efforts have had the long-term goal of being able to leverage ITM data to inform updates to the ITM 
frequencies identified in NFPA 25, Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire 
Protection Systems, and other documents, with the overarching goal of reducing the risk of loss in facilities by 
minimizing down time of fire protection systems. A brief summary of these activities and their key findings are 
provided below: 
 
2012 Research Project: Fire Pump Field Data Collection & Analytics 
Reviewed inspection/testing frequencies of fire pumps & piloted a data collection and analysis effort. A case 
study review of fire pump non-flow inspection data was conducted to understand pump reliability/availability 
utilizing a statistical analysis method. The findings of this study established the need for a standardized, long 
term data collection and determined that substantial quantities of data were needed in order to draw 
conclusions about ITM frequency. 
 
2012/2016 Workshops: Guide to Applying Reliability Based Decision Making to ITM Frequency for Fire 
Protection Systems & Equipment & Big Data and Fire Protection Systems Workshop gathered feedback on 

http://www.nfpa.org/foundation
https://library.nfpa.org/GeniePLUS/GeniePLUS/Portal/Public.aspx?lang=en-US&p_AAAF=AAAAIZ&g_AABD=GeniePLUS+%7cBooks+%7cCalltext+%3d+%27osds+OR+fprf%27+AND+aggAll+%3d+%27suppress*+OR+sprinkler*+OR+antifreez*+OR+%22fire+pump%22+OR+extinguish*+OR+HVLS+OR+%22fire+test*%22+OR+%22combustible+liquid*%22+OR+IBC+OR+%22bulk+container*%22+OR+foam+OR+%22hose+stream%22+OR+halon+OR%27
https://library.nfpa.org/GeniePLUS/GeniePLUS/Portal/Public.aspx?lang=en-US&p_AAAF=AAAAIZ&g_AABD=GeniePLUS+%7cBooks+%7cCalltext+%3d+%27osds+OR+fprf%27+AND+aggAll+%3d+%27suppress*+OR+sprinkler*+OR+antifreez*+OR+%22fire+pump%22+OR+extinguish*+OR+HVLS+OR+%22fire+test*%22+OR+%22combustible+liquid*%22+OR+IBC+OR+%22bulk+container*%22+OR+foam+OR+%22hose+stream%22+OR+halon+OR%27
https://library.nfpa.org/GeniePLUS/GeniePLUS/Portal/Public.aspx?lang=en-US&p_AAAF=AAAAIZ&g_AABD=GeniePLUS+%7cBooks+%7cCalltext+%3d+%27osds+OR+fprf%27+AND+aggAll+%3d+%27suppress*+OR+sprinkler*+OR+antifreez*+OR+%22fire+pump%22+OR+extinguish*+OR+HVLS+OR+%22fire+test*%22+OR+%22combustible+liquid*%22+OR+IBC+OR+%22bulk+container*%22+OR+foam+OR+%22hose+stream%22+OR+halon+OR%27
https://nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Data-research-and-tools/Proceedings/BIg-Data-and-Fire-Protection-Systems-Workshop
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the development of a standardized approach to ITM frequency, including obtaining, organizing, and analyzing 
ITM data, and making data-informed decisions regarding ITM frequency. A few key takeaways included: 

• Leveraging novel collection techniques is important. 
• Development of a common terminology or an ontology for Fire Protection System ITM is needed.  
• Need to enable acceptance of external datasets. 
• Allow the data to drive the process, instead of a form. 

 
2018 Project: Applying Reliability Based Decision Making to ITM Frequency. This project developed 
predictive analytics algorithms to predict fire pump performance or failures. However, there were still a number 
of limitations. The takeaways included: 

• Standardized data collection was still identified as the biggest challenge. 
• Developing “predictive analytics” algorithms to predict fire pump performance is feasible, and is not 

particularly the hard part. Getting the data, in the quality, quantity, and format to conduct a valuable 
analysis is the challenge.  

• A concept for the development of a data model and ITM data exchange were presented as a potential 
next step. 

 
Current Project: ITM Data Exchange Model. ITM data is being captured in thousands of different formats, 
through hundreds of different approaches, and by thousands of different groups but one key thing has been 
lacking to date – standardization. This void has restricted the ability to determine sound performance-based 
inspection frequencies and prevents stakeholders from exchanging and analyzing data that can influence 
safety and efficiencies. So, the ITM Data Exchange project was initiated to develop a 
comprehensive, scalable and extensible data model that allows for ITM data standardization so that 
stakeholders could share data and learn from advanced analytics. 
 
Status Update on “ITM Data Exchange” Research Project: Interim Findings 
 
Bart van Leeuwen of Netage provided an overview of the interim findings for the ITM Data Exchange project. 
The project started by hosting a few focus groups with stakeholders from the fire protection community, 
including AHJ’s, contractors, inspectors, codes and standards representatives, engineers, facility managers, 
and ITM vendors or data solution providers. From these meetings and discussions, the key takeaways were 
the following: 

• While there is an increasing amount of ITM data that is being captured digitally, there is still a 
substantial amount of ITM data being captured on paper of PDF forms.  

• For digital ITM records, there is currently no standard way of exporting the data. 
• Data solution providers indicated that they generally did not have concerns complying with a specific 

export model, if it would be mandated by a standard. 
• The main concerns raised were around data sharing. “Who is getting access to my data?”, “What are 

you going to do with my data?”, etc.  
• Data quality is still lacking. The terminology is not consistent and there is great variability among the 

data elements reported in different ITM reports.   
 
The request of Task 2 was to conduct a literature review on existing data architectures, data models and 
exchange approaches by reviewing existing ITM data architectures from sample data sources and also 
reviewing data models and exchange approaches in other industries to see what others are doing with 
respect to data sharing.  
 

https://nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Data-research-and-tools/Suppression/Applying-Reliability-Based-Decision-Making-to-ITM-Frequency
https://nfpa.org/-/media/Files/News-and-Research/Resources/Research-Foundation/Current-projects/ProjectSummaryITMDataExchange.ashx
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In reviewing existing ITM data structures, it was clear that the relevant standards were not created with data 
collection in mind, but instead, was the activity conducted and did the equipment perform satisfactorily. 
Since the “data elements that would be useful for analysis” was not at the forefront when these regulations 
were developed, the data we see today comes in a variety of shapes and sizes.  
 
Insights on best practices for data sharing can be gleaned from NFPA 951, Guide to Building and Utilizing 
Digital Information, Fair Data Principles, Open Data Institute Open Standards, W3C Data on the Web, among 
others. Select principles and best practices from these different sources were utilized to develop the data 
models developed for this project.  
 
There are also some existing data standards that could be applied to this project: 

• NFPA 950 – provides standardization recommendations for locations, addresses, dates, times, etc. 
• Resource Description Framework – was the concept utilized to develop the graph data model for this 

project 
• SEM simple event model – which is the base model that the ITM data model was based on.  
• Other standards for Building Ontology, Sensor Networks (SSN), SAREF, SAREF4BLDG, smart 

buildings, etc. were reviewed, and alignments were made in the ITM model to these other data 
models and standards to make the ITM model “future-proof”. 

 
Task 3 of the project was to develop the methodology and framework for an ITM Data Exchange Model, by 
collecting sample data sets, establishing an ITM vocabulary and developing preliminary data relationships in 
a data model.  The developed data model, dashboard, and explorer was demonstrated later in the workshop 
program.  
 

Fair Data Principles 
 
Bart van Leeuwen of Netage provided an overview of the Fair Data Principles and the role of these principles 
in this ITM Data Exchange project. The current ITM data landscape for research purposes is suffering from 
the following issues: 

• It is unclear which party has access and ownership to what set of data; 
• Getting access to the data is not easy; 
• Due to the lack of standardization, the data can be challenging to use. It was generally not 

interoperable with other datasets. 
• There are no clear sharing and license agreements in place. 

 
In other words, ITM data is not: Findable, Accessible, Interoperable or Reusable. These are the core concepts 
of the “Fair Data Principles” which ensure that data are shared in a way that is reusable by both people and 
computers – supporting validation of data used for research purposes.  The Fair Data Principles are about 
getting the community of people who want to share data aligned on these common principles: 

• Findability – ensures that the data are findable by assigning unique identifiers and it has rich 
metadata that is available online.  

• Accessibility – ensures data are retrievable and has appropriate authentication and authorization 
procedures in place.  

• Interoperability – ensures the data complies to applicable data standards, uses controlled 
vocabularies and uses common (preferably open) formats.  

• Reusability – ensures the data has rich documentation and clear usage licenses.  
 

https://nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=951
https://nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=951
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
https://standards.theodi.org/#:%7E:text=Open%20standards%20for%20data%20are,adopt%20open%20standards%20for%20data.
https://www.w3.org/TR/dwbp/
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Data complying to FAIR principles does not have to be “open”. Making data “FAIR” ensures it can be found, 
understood and reused under certain limitations. But it can be as open as possible, but as closed and 
restricted as desired or necessary. Supporting data that is FAIR requires investment in infrastructure and 
coordination across initiatives and stakeholders to support future research initiatives.  
 

Preliminary Data Model 
 
ITM is essentially about events: 

• Every ITM activity, inspection, testing, and maintenance has a time, place and an actor. 
• Key Elements of ITM are time aspects. 

o ITM frequencies 
o ITM due dates (next inspection) 

 

 
Figure 1: Simple Event Model Schematic 

Therefore, the ITM model is based on the simple event model (SEM). You start with a ITM Site Activity (an event 
where you conduct an inspection, test or maintenance on a system at a specific site). Where each event has an 
actor (inspector, owner, AHJ, etc.), place (location of the event), and a date/time that it took place. Within the 
class of site activities, there are a number of ITM activities for the specific equipment being inspected, for 
instance, fire pump, alarm panel, sprinkler system, etc., all of which have specific properties. This defines the 
data reported from these activities.  
 
Each ITM item or piece of equipment was identified as independent building systems to provide alignments to 
other building models. All the items (activities performed on specific fire protection equipment) has properties 
related to a specific item – such as flow rates, water pressures, etc. The properties are delineated among the 
main categories of inspections, tests, or maintenance activities. In summary: 

• Generic property infers ITM activity type 
o Test property  ITM Test Activity type 

 RDF framework allows multiple classes. 
• Property values are data cube ready, which facilitates easy statistical analysis on the large quantities 

of data once its aligned to the data model. 
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• Properties are aligned with sensor networks (SSN) which allows for integration with remote sensing. 
This demonstrates how the model can be extensible to align with other models and standards.  

 
The main concepts of the ITM vocabulary and their respective properties can be visually represented in a graph 
structure. A generic sample of how the data is visualized in the graph data model is provided below for 
reference:  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Sample schematic of ITM data in a graph model structure 
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Demonstration of ITM Data Model and Dashboard 
 
Bart van Leeuwen, Netage, provided a demonstration of the ITM data model developed for the “ITM Data 
Exchange” project. Figures 3 and 4 below shows data elements in the model and their corresponding 
relationships to other data points. For instance, starting with a “site activity”, we could then connect data 
elements affiliated with that inspection “site” activity, such as location, which includes metadata about the 
building such as the building ID, address, etc. Then other items inspected during this site activity can be 
connected such as the control panel, fire pump, fire department connection, etc.   
 

 
Figure 3: Visualization of graph data model (Ex 1) 

 

Figure 4: Visualization of graph data model (Ex 2) 
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A data model can be built for a specific type of inspection activity, such as a sprinkler system inspection, or a 
fire pump test. This data elements affiliated with this activity, as defined in the model, can then be exported in 
a .csv or .json format as exemplified in Figure 5 below. 
 

 
Figure 5: Location sub-model data elements, and export function 

 

 
Figure 6: Snapshot of Dashboard regarding deficiencies per item type 
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Figure 7: Dashboard snapshot of failed inspections by year and quarter 
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3)  Open Discussion  
 

 
Experience with collection of data? 

• Collection of data is harder than the technical issues; The legal part is the most complicated element. 
• Transforming the data received into the generic data model is doable (for the most part) 
• How was data obtained for this project? 

o A “request for data” was sent out through a variety of communication channels – 1) through 
direct email contact 2) through release of an NFPA blog 3) communication via social media 4) 
through focus group meetings with interested stakeholders and 5) at various committee 
meetings and other presentations.  

o Only digital records were accepted. Due to the difficulty of extracting, transforming, and 
loading data from paper-based forms, in addition to the fact that the trend for ITM data 
collection is going digital, only digital records were accepted for this project.  

• Getting the data in a standardized format is essential for analysis, but as expected, the data received 
was in extremely diverse formats. Asking data contributors to manually put their data into a 
standardized form was a technique used in past projects but was found to be a significant hurdle. 
Therefore, this project accepted data “as is”, and transformed that data to match the generic data 
model developed for this project.  

Data model  

• In the visualization of the data model (e.g. the schematic) can the connections or arrows go in both 
directions? 

o Yes; This was illustrated in the demo. The arrow represents the relationship between the data 
elements. The direction of the arrow is dependent on what your starting point is and what you 
want to look at.  

• Can the results be used for recommendations on frequency changes?  Have there been any studies of 
occupancy specific data? 

o The analysis piece is not necessarily part of this study, but this model could be used to analyze 
data for specific occupancies (if have the information available). Since occupancy is generally 
not collected for most inspections, this data element is currently not in the model. But due to 
the extensible structure, it can easily be collected going forward. 

o Any data collected, could be viewed as contributing to building the reliability model. 
• Seems like this could be expanded into system acceptance testing and documentation. 

o When systems are first installed, there is acceptance testing (and documentation of that 
testing) required.  This data from first installation would be interesting to include. 

o Noted that this data is out there, but this effort is to better collect and organize the data to 
then improve fire and life safety system ITM. 

• How do you correlate results from the data analysis back to system reliability? 
o This would have to be done as a future step, although this is a long-term objective.  
o For this phase of the project, the model is trying to get the data in a uniform format. 
o Long-term end goal is to develop recommendations for Technical Committees for frequency 

based on reliability.  
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o Would be interesting to add in and correlate other issues identified during inspections, such 
as frozen pipes and corrosion. 

• How do you start tracking new items that are not already documented in the model? 
o Just because it is not currently included in the model doesn’t mean it cant be.  
o The model is flexible and extensible in nature, allowing data points to easily be added, as 

shown in the image below. 
o It is recommended in the long term for updates to the data model be done in a community 

process, where changes are proposed and voted on by the community. 

  
 

• The concerns or questions that need answered or what different groups want out of this, largely 
depend on the audience. For instance, the AHJs wants to know if it is working, while engineers/others 
need and want more granular data. 

• Is there a standard data set established?  Any consideration of the age of equipment? 
o We have established a standardized set of classes and properties as part of this data model. 
o Model is flexible enough to add things later. 
o Should the age of equipment be tracked?  

 This is included in the data collected and accounted for in the model, even though this 
data point is not in all datasets. 

• How can this be used by the industry? 
o Potential for use by companies/facility end-users  
o While it is still in discussion, the data model may be released open source. 

• Can the data go deeper into what a failure is?  Impartment, critical deficiency, noncritical deficiency?  
Similarly, would it matter if the failure is due to a human (i.e. sprinkler has loading cables on it as 
opposed to visible corrosion and small leaks?  I can see the argument that with a large enough sample 
size it might not matter. 

o The model allows that to be recorded, but the deficiency data that we have collected for this 
project is somewhat limited.  
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• Does the ITM data set have fire protection components that are IoT device? 
o Not necessarily, but by accounting for SSN in the development of the data model, we can 

accept data on those technologies.  
• Appendix in NFPA 25 can help for standardization for data (as a start).  This has been used for the fire 

pump cloud data project. 
o Need a common language so designers can come up with solutions. 

• How “scalable” is the model in terms of adding new data points…maybe some non-traditional or new 
data that we have not traditionally used? 

o Bart noted that Google and Facebook use this technology in their back end. 
o Thus, it is very flexible. 

• So as the user, how would the pertinent data elements be extracted from the various forms? 
o For example, hundreds of ITM forms could be received for a jurisdiction. There are different 

types of ITM forms with various formats.  They can be electronic or a manual handwritten 
form.  Manually reviewing and entering the pertinent data elements into the model would be 
very time consuming and lose efficiency.  Automated methods are available for electronic 
formats, but typically not for handwritten forms of various formats. So, the question is how 
did you address data extraction for your example and what methodology would be anticipated 
for ITM forms other than electronic format? 
 Although there are some computer vision technologies out there to transform 

handwritten forms into a digital format, handwritten form-based data is out of the 
scope. We only used tabular export data for this project. 

• Will this model allow for a search of a specific model/manufacturer device or appliance and be able to 
see what if any failures are happening globally? 

o Yes, if the data is there. 
• Will vendors of ITM software need to change their internal data-structures to match this model? 

o Our intent is that they would not have to change their internal structures, but rather comply 
with a common export format.  
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4)  Panel Discussion 
 

 
A panel discussion was held to get an industry perspective on the following topic areas: 

• How do we develop a community that agrees on how to share data? 
• What is industry’s perspective on standardized data agreements?  
• What are the boundaries for exchanging ITM data? 
• What entity should facilitate the data sharing infrastructure, both the principle and the infrastructure? 

The panelists were:  
• Josh Brackett, Baptist Health 
• Christina Francis, Procter & Gamble, Co.  
• Matt Hinds-Aldrich, American Association of Insurance Services (AAIS) 
• Tobias Kuhn, VU Amsterdam 

Question #1: How do we develop a community that agrees on how to share data? 
• FAIR principles are still new overall, but they are still flexible. Outside the fire protection domain, the 

community is not very strictly regulated. It enables a building it from the ground up. To build the 
community, you need to establish a baseline of where the community currently is and define what is 
needed to make the data FAIR.    

• Will take time to develop the community around a FAIR standard – even for healthcare, which is highly 
regulated. Data is often not fully transparent. There is often a fear of legal repercussions. “How can 
sharing this data be used against me?” is always at the forefront of owner’s minds. But the value has 
so much value for our industry. As an owner, being able to use the data to create a performance-based 
approach to ITM is a huge incentive to utilize the data. But until we get the data out there, until we 
establish a standard for how to submit the data, clarify that it is safe to share the data, and the potential 
repercussions are mitigation, it will be hard to get the community to come together, until these issues 
are addressed.  

• The approach needs to be different from how we traditionally handle data in the fire protection 
community. Community meeting every 3-5 years on the data standards is not ideal, it moves too 
quickly, and needs a more flexible, dynamic, and faster community process for this to really move 
forward. What has been created here is an important piece to the puzzle. As we expand data elements, 
we need a way to provide community input for changes and updates to the data model in the future. 
The community should share responsibility for the data model and partake in the process. 

• The community needs to start somewhere - start simple. Almost every other “building system” 
contractor can provide you with reliability data (e.g. HVAC, electrical, etc.), but not fire protection. 
There is a real need for this data for facility owners. Our starting point can be the data model created 
for this project. Trying to get everything nailed down and perfected now, could stall the entire process. 
At this point, we need the community to get involved to help guide where we go next, what revisions 
need to be made to the model, and what needs done to move this initiative forward in a sustainable 
manner.  

 
Question #2: Industry perspective on standardized data agreements/boundaries? 

• In Healthcare, it is an uphill battle to get approval to share data. Concerns about “how can the data we 
provide be used against us?” is always a big barrier.  Worked through this and it was determined that 
the benefits outweigh risks.  Need to keep communicating in the industry to encourage sharing. 
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Sharing success stories of how we shared our data, and the benefits of it, could develop more buy-in 
to get more people comfortable sharing data for the good of the industry.  

• There is an assumption that once you let data out of your system, others will not protect it in the same 
way that you would (or that it could be used against you). This led to restrained data sharing in the 
insurance industry – because they are very protective over their data. The lack of trust was a 
paralyzing concern for the insurance industry. To address that, AAIS developed a system called 
OpenIDL, to help address the trust issue while enabling secure data sharing. There are a lot of parallels 
between the insurance industry and the fire protection industry in this vein, regarding trust issues 
restricting data sharing.  

• If its blind data and there is no legal requirement that would limit us from sharing it – we generally 
support sharing it. The legal issue isn’t necessarily the biggest hurdle as a facility owner, but rather the 
time element. Facilities capture their ITM data in different ways and it’s conducted by different parties. 
Some do it internally and other sites have contractors in different parts of the world capturing this data 
– they all do it in their own way. So sharing data becomes more of a time-based restraint than a legal 
issue. A lot of questions come into play when a facility owner is deciding whether or not to share data: 
How do I get access to the data requested, does my team have time to gather the data, how much time 
will it take to scrub the data, how do I share it, etc. The potential benefit that the facility owner could 
get from sharing the data versus the time commitment to gather it, is another element that is taken 
into account.   

 
Question #3: What are the boundaries for exchanging ITM data? 

• The boundaries associated with ITM data is – do not provide the name or location of the facility, the 
identity of the contractor or inspector, or tying an outage to a specific facility.  

• If the data is blind, there should be no problem sharing it.  
• The sharing party and the receiving party should set expectations and boundaries of what the data will 

be used for, how it will be used, how long it will be kept, etc. This can be accomplished through a data 
sharing agreement.  

 
Question #4: What entity should facilitate the data sharing infrastructure, both the principle and the 
infrastructure? 
 
There was not enough time in the workshop for the panelists to address this question.  
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5) Summary Observations 
 

 
The information gathered at the ITM Data Exchange Model workshop has been synthesized, reviewed, and 
summarized herein. This workshop has supported the collaboration of diverse stakeholder groups with a 
vested interest in ITM data, while allowing the technical details and strategies to address this issue to be further 
assessed.  
 
The “ITM Data Exchange” project (i.e. see slides by Netage) has provided an assessment of the data model 
developed using relevant and established best practices to support data-driven decision making for the fire 
protection community. A few key findings from this technical assessment are as follows: 

• One of the challenges is how do we get out of our traditional NFPA way of solving this issue (with 
standards). The 3-to-5-year cycle could hinder adoption or use of the data model. 

• Data standard/model for fire protection equipment is needed. And it may require a more flexible and 
dynamic environment for making changes to a standard. 

• The fire protection and data community should also be responsible for the data model. Having an 
established community process to review, update and come to a consensus on changes, will be an 
important part of “standardized data collection” efforts moving forward.  

• Trying to get everything nailed down now could stall the whole process; getting the model out there as 
a starting point for the community is a step in the right direction.  

 
The workshop discussion considered challenges, use cases for the model that has been developed, and what 
is needed for the path forward.  
 
For additional information on the workshop presentations, please refer to the slides in Annex B. The final 
report and tool for the “ITM Data Exchange” project discussed herein will be available at 
www.nfpa.org/foundation, for additional information on this study.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://www.nfpa.org/foundation
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Annex A: Workshop Participants and Attendees 
 

 
The following were the workshop presenters on “ITM Data Exchange Workshop”, held virtually via Microsoft 
Teams. 
 

 

Victoria Hutchison, Fire Protection Research Foundation 

Bart van Leeuwen, Netage B.V. 

Dr. Tobias Kuhn, VU Amsterdam 

Christina Francis, PE, Procter & Gamble 

Joshua Brackett, PE, Baptist Health 

Dr. Matt Hinds-Aldrich, AAIS 

 

 
The following were the full list of workshop attendees on “ITM Data Exchange”, held virtually via Microsoft 
Teams. 
 

  First Name Last Name Company 
1 Ed Alexanian Inspect Point 
2 Umberto Alibrandi Aarhus University  
3 Kathleen Almand AFAA 
4 Björn Almberger Brandskyddsforeningen 
5 Martin Anderson Siemens 
6 Patsorn Anusornpornperm   
7 Mohammed Ayub NFPA 
8 Babak Bahrani UNC Charlotte 
9 Chad Beebe AHA - ASHE 
10 Michael Berry City of Wooster 
11 Justin Biller Emerson Graham & Associates 
12 Anthony Bloodworth Siemens 
13 Joshua Brackett Baptist Health 
14 Michael Burns City of Regina 
15 Robert Caputo AFSA 
16 Robert Cariveau Wiginton Fire Systems 
17 Andrew Carmean US AirForce 
18 Corey Certain Siemens 
19 Joseph Chacon Terp Consulting 
20 Yodhathai Charoenphon   
21 Jack Coffelt Asurio  
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22 Doug Coger Reliable Fire Protection 
23 Kelsey Cooke Inspect Point 
24 Ryan Crotty APTIM 
25 Mattias Delin Brandforsk 
26 John Denhardt Strickland Fire/AFSA 
27 Bryan Douglass Terp Consulting 
28 Emil Egeltoft Brandtec 
29 Emil Egeltoft Brandtec 
30 Sheryl Fallon FirePro365 
31 Antonio Fernandes RCG Herco 
32 Dan Finnegan Siemens 
33 Christina Francis Procter & Gamble 
34 Mario Franco   
35 Scott Futrell Futrell Fire Consult & Design 
36 Kyle Gansel Shambaugh & Son 
37 Thomas  Gell Brandforsk 
38 Cindy Giedraitis NFSA 
39 Casey Grant DSRAE 
40 Kevin Hall AFSA 
41 Jonathan Hart NFPA 
42 Sean Heskett Potter Electric  
43 Matt Hinds-Aldrich AAIS 
44 Mark Hopkins Terp Consulting 
45 Xianxu Hu Verisk 
46 Jeffrey Hugo NFSA 
47 Victoria Hutchison FPRF 
48 Salvatore Izzo Verisk 
49 Shiv Jadeja Fluor 
50 John Johnson AFSA 
51 Balaji Kalluri DBI 
52 Dominick Kasmauskas AFSA 
53 Kevin Kelly Victaulic 
54 Amanda Kimball FPRF 
55 William Koffel Koffel Associates 
56 Tobias Kuhn VU Amsterdam 
57 Kevin Kuntz Verisk 
58 Peter Larrimer Dept. of Veterans Affairs 
59 Russ Leavitt Telgian 
60 Bernard Leong Chevron 
61 Kenneth Linder SwissRe 
62 Jim Loftus Siemens 
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63 John Mackey Mackey Group LLC 
64 Nathawut Manoonporn   
65 Scott McBride Roselle Fire Department 
66 Roger Montembeault The Montembeault Group 
67 Wayne Moore Jensen Hughes 
68 Robert Morris Roselle Fire Department 
69 Top Myers Asurio  
70 Dave Newhouse Gentex 
71 Shane O’Brien  Siemens 
72 Ifeanyi Oramulu Chevron 
73 Joan Paquet Ford 
74 Erick Pasillas   
75 Rocky Pavicevic FirePro365 
76 Jon Pawlowski   
77 Sergio Pineda Haines Fire Risk Consulting 
78 Carl Pollard Legacy Fire 
79 Vincent powers NFSA 
80 Tony Powers Shambaugh & Son 
81 Richard Roberts Honeywell/System Sensor 
82 Lance Rütimann Siemens 
83 Piya Sawangpanich PS Inspectors 
84 Wesley Sawyer Fire & Life Safety America 
85 Kevin Sehlmeyer Michigan State Fire Marshal's Office 
86 Cal Sheesley South Metro Fire Department 
87 Xiaochuan Shi Verisk 

88 Sutheerawat 
Silpa-
ngamcharoenkul   

89 Blake Sloan American Fire Protection Group 
90 Drew Slocum Inspect Point 
91 Mike Snyder Dekra 
92 Robert Solomon SLS Consulting, Inc. 
93 George Stanley Wiginton Fire Systems 
94 Ramanathan Subramanian   
95 Bob Sullivan NFPA 
96 Nate Takara Portland Fire & Rescue 
97 jit gene tan Defense Science and Technology Agency (SG) 
98 Peter Tately Siemens 
99 Sumate Teeranop TSC 
100 Joe Tortorici American Fire Protection Group 
101 Bart van Leeuwen Netage 
102 Terry Victor Johnson Controls 
103 John Walser Fairfax County 
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104 Jason Webb Potter Electric  
105 Gary West NFSA 
106 Cindy Zamora Telgian 
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Annex B: PowerPoint Slides 
 

 
Presentation Title Presenter 
Background on ITM Data Initiatives Victoria Hutchison, FPRF 
Status Update, ITM Data Exchange Model Research Bart van Leeuwen, Netage B.V. 
Principles of FAIR Data Bart van Leeuwen, Netage B.V. 
Graph Data Model Explained: Linked Data for ITM Data Bart van Leeuwen, Netage B.V. 
ITM Data Exchange Preliminary Data Model Bart van Leeuwen, Netage B.V. 
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Agenda
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Time Agenda Item Presenter

1:00 – 1:05 pm Opening Remarks, Agenda, Workshop Preliminaries Victoria Hutchison, FPRF

1:05 – 1:20 pm Overview of active FPRF Research on ITM Data Exchange Model
Victoria Hutchison, FPRF and Bart 
Van Leeuwen, Netage

1:20 – 1:30 pm Overview of Fair Data Principles Bart Van Leeuwen, Netage 

1:30 – 1:40 pm Overview of graph data model concepts Bart Van Leeuwen, Netage 

1:40 – 1:55 pm Facilitated Q/A All Attendees

1:55 – 2:05 pm Live Demo of ITM Data Exchange Model and Dashboard Bart van Leeuwen, Netage

2:05 – 2:25 pm Open discussion on data model demo & other feedback All Attendees

2:25 – 2:55 pm

Panel Discussion:
 How do we develop a community that agrees on how to share data?
 What is industry’s perspective on standardized data agreements? 
 What are the boundaries for exchanging ITM data?
 What entity should facilitate the data sharing infrastructure, both the 

principle and the infrastructure? 

Moderator: Victoria Hutchison & 
Bart van Leeuwen
Panelists:
‐ Josh Brackett, Baptist Health
‐ Christina Francis, P&G
‐ Matt Hinds-Aldrich, AAIS
‐ Tobias Kuhn, VU Amsterdam

2:55 – 3:00pm Final discussion/closing remarks Victoria Hutchison, FPRF
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Workshop Objectives

6

Review the developed ITM 
Data Exchange model and the 

supporting material with 
stakeholders.

Provide a forum for 
stakeholders to provide 

feedback on the developed 
model and analytics 

dashboard.

Engage in discussions on how 
to move forward as a 

community, leveraging this 
data model to share and 
exchange data to support 

analyses for the benefit of the 
fire protection community.
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ITM Data

Wisdom

Knowledge

Information

Data

8

What is ITM data?
• Data/information documented during 

inspection, testing and maintenance activities 
performed on fire protection systems. 

Why are we interested?
• Data/Information collected on these systems, 

can be transformed into knowledge of 
system or component performance, when 
consolidated and analyzed.

What can we do with it?
• Use the knowledge to inform decision 

making on ITM frequencies, risk 
acceptability, and performance-based 
strategies, etc. 

www.NFPA.Org/Foundation |  © Fire Protection Research Foundation.  All rights reserved.

Why are we talking 
about ITM Data?

Reduce Risk

• Minimize System 
Down Time

• Increase insight 
into system 
performance

• Evidence Based 
Decision Making

Predict Failures
• When will the system 
not perform as 
intended?

Algorithms
• Predictive analytics 
based on historical 
system performance

Data

• Statistically Significant 
Dataset

• Good quality (standardized 
for analysis)

Permissions
• Permission from the 
owner to use the 
data for analysis

This information could be used 
to inform frequencies in the 
NFPA Codes and Standards

Predictive analytics algorithms were 
already developed for assessing 
down time in fire pumps in the Phase 
II work, but more data was needed. 

Current work is developing 
a data model to standardize 
the format in support of 
further analysis. 

www.NFPA.Org/Foundation |  © Fire Protection Research Foundation.  All rights reserved. 10

Activities driven by Stakeholder Needs

www.NFPA.Org/Foundation
© Fire Protection Research Foundation.  
All rights reserved.

• Everyone has data.

• Everyone wants useful analytics.

• No one has an incentive to adopt a 
standardized format.

__________________________________

First step towards a solution…

 Accept ITM data “as is”
 Minimize burden on data owner

 Develop an extensible data model to 
standardize future data.

11

Moving Forward…
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ITM Data Exchange
Project status update

Bart van Leeuwen  ●

@semanticfire

Research Goal

The goal of this project is to develop, 
and pilot test a comprehensive, scalable, 
and extensible data exchange model to 
facilitate ITM data sharing from diverse 
ITM data sources.

2

3

Data Standards

Data standards don't facilitate cooperation.

It's the other way around. 

To share data, you must share a point of view.

Data is the expression of a point of view.

Standards make an existing shared point of 
view more efficient.

4

Tasks

5

Task 1

Participate in Focus Group Meetings and 
Assess Stakeholder Needs and Use Cases for 
an ITM Data Exchange.

To pilot test the final model, its important to 
determine the proper use cases and needs.

6
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Task 1, key findings

Data Availability

• Estimated less then 50% is digital

• No standard way of exporting

Data Model

• No issues to comply to a specific export model once mandated by 
NFPA 25/72 etc.

Data Sharing

• Concerns about NFPA collecting all the data

Data Quality

• Terminology is an ongoing concern

• Missing elements

7

Task 2

Conduct a literature review on existing data 
architectures, data models, and exchange approaches.

• Review existing ITM Data Architectures

• Conduct a literature review on existing data models and 
exchange approaches

– Beyond the NFPA realm, e.g. W3C / OASIS / OGC

8

Task 2, key findings

Review Existing ITM Data Structures

• NFPA Codes not created with data collection in mind

• Available Data reflects this, huge variety of shapes and 
forms

Global Best Practices Data Sharing

• NFPA 951, FAIR Data, ODI Open Standards, W3C Data 
on The Web

Existing Data Standards

• NFPA 950, RDF, SEM, BOT, SSN, SAREF and 
SAREF4BLDG

9

Task 3

Develop the Methodology and Framework for an ITM 
Data Exchange Model.

• Collect and assess ITM data elements and datasets

• Establish ITM Vocabulary

• Develop preliminary ITM Data Relationships

• Establish draft project deliverables for Workshop 
Evaluation

10

Task 3

Given

• NFPA Codes not created with data collection in mind

• Available data comes in many shapes and forms

Create a data model and pipeline

• For the available datasets

• Based on what can be extracted from NFPA Codes

Additionally, deliver a guideline for creating data standards

• Based on International best practices

• Including relevant alignments (e.g., Smart Buildings)

11

ITM Data Exchange
Project status update

Bart van Leeuwen  ●

@semanticfire
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ITM Data Exchange
FAIR Data Principles

Bart van Leeuwen  ●

@semanticfire

Research Goal

The goal of this project is to develop, 
and pilot test a comprehensive, scalable, 
and extensible data exchange model to 
facilitate ITM data sharing from diverse 
ITM data sources.

2

3

ITM Data Landscape

The current ITM data landscape for research purposes 
is suffering from the following issues

• It is unclear which party has what set of data

• Getting hold of the data is not trivial

• Due to the lack of standardization the data is not that 
easy to use

• There are no clear sharing and license agreements

In other words

Not Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable

4

FAIR Data

5

FAIR Data Principles

A set of principles to ensure that data are 
shared in a way that enables & enhance reuse 

by humans and Machines

6
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Findable

The first step is for data is to be found. Metadata and 
data should be easy to find. FAIR describes four steps 
to improve findability:

• (Meta)data are assigned a globally unique and eternally 
persistent identifier.

• Data are described with rich metadata.

• (Meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable 
resource.

• Metadata specify the data identifier.

7

Accessible

Second step is to have data which is easily accessible.

• (Meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a 
standardized communications protocol.

• The protocol is open, free, and universally 
implementable.

• The protocol allows for an authentication and 
authorization procedure, where necessary.

• Metadata are accessible, even when the data are no 
longer available.

8

Interoperable

One of the problems one encounters a lot when having 
data from various sources, is the issue of how to 
combine the data. Following the interoperability 
principles, will moving a step forward in this common 
issue.

• (Meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and 
broadly applicable language for knowledge 
representation.

• (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles.

• (meta)data include qualified references to other 
(meta)data.

9

Reusable

The ultimate goal of FAIR is to optimise the reuse of 
data. To achieve this, metadata and data should be 
well-described so that they can be replicated and/or 
combined in different settings.

• Meta(data) have a plurality of accurate and relevant 
attributes.

• (Meta)data are released with a clear and accessible 
data usage license.

• (Meta)data are associated with their provenance.

• (Meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards.

10

FAIR data checklist

11

Findable

• Persistent ID

• Metadata online

Accessible

• Data online

• Restrictions where needed

Interoperable

• Use standards, controlled vocabs

• Common (open) formats

Reusable

• Rich documentation

• Clear usage license

FAIR vs open data

• FAIR data does not have to be open

• Data can be shared under restrictions and still be FAIR

• Making data FAIR ensures it can be found, understood 
and reused

• Open data is a subset of all the data shared

As open as possible, as closed as necessary

12
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Implementing FAIR

• It does not dictate a specific technology

• FAIR is not a standard to be followed or strict 
criteria

• Supporting FAIR will require investment in 
Infrastructure, coordination accross initiatives 
and stakeholders

13

ITM Data Exchange
FAIR Data Principles

Bart van Leeuwen  ●

@semanticfire
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Graph Data Model Explained
Linked Data for ITM data

Bart van Leeuwen  ●

@semanticfire  ● #linkeddata

Data Modeling

2

Introduction

Historical Legacy

• Low Level Computer Operations

• How a computer sees memory

A B C D E F G I J

K L O P Q R S T

V W Y Z 1 2 3 4 6

6 7 8 9 0

Data Modeling

ID Location Building Date Item Scan Pass

INS1 10001/45 Store 10/9/20 Smoke detector 385682 Y

INS1 10001/45 Store 10/9/20 CO detector X44372 N

INS2 10001/1 Warehouse 11/10/20 Smoke detector EF4439 Y

TST3 10022/60 School 2/3/20 Pump Test ED5532 Y

MNT4 10558/8 Store 6/9/20 Sprinkler Head BD3259

Data Modeling

ID Location Building Date

INS1 10001/45 Store 10/9/20

INS2 10001/1 Warehouse 11/10/20

TST3 10022/60 School 2/3/20

MNT4 10558/8 Store 6/9/20

ID Item Scan Pass

INS1 Smoke detector 385682 Y

INS1 CO detector X44372 N

INS2 Smoke detector EF4439 Y

TST3 Pump Test ED5532 Y

MNT4 Sprinkler Head BD3259

Data Modeling

ID Location Building Date

INS1 10001/45 Store 10/9/20

INS2 10001/1 Warehouse 11/10/20

TST3 10022/60 School 2/3/20

MNT4 10558/8 Store 6/9/20

ID Scan Pass

INS1 385682 Y

INS1 X44372 N

INS2 EF4439 Y

TST3 ED5532 Y

MNT4 BD3259

Item Scan

Smoke detector 385682

CO detector X44372

Smoke detector EF4439

Pump Test ED5532

Sprinkler Head BD3259
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Recap

Conceptual level

• Computer optimized representation

• Originally drafted for optimization

Content level

• Tables organized around domain concepts

• Domain specific knowledge needed

• Very suitable for regulated domain models
– Banking

7

Issues

Model modifications have high impact

• Tight coupling between data and applications

Poor scalability

• Complex models perform poorly

Table per Concept limitation

• Multi modality hard to implement
– Without application level complexity

8

9

Data Modeling

ID Location Building Date

INS1 10001/45 Store 10/9/20

INS2 10001/1 Warehouse 11/10/20

TST3 10022/60 School 2/3/20

MNT4 10558/8 Store 6/9/20

ID Scan Pass

INS1 385682 Y

INS1 X44372 N

INS2 EF4439 Y

TST3 ED5532 Y

MNT4 BD3259

Item Scan

Smoke detector 385682

CO detector X44372

Smoke detector EF4439

Pump Test ED5532

Sprinkler Head BD3259

Data Modeling

ID Location Building Date

INS1 10001/45 Store 10/9/20

INS2 10001/1 Warehouse 11/10/20

TST3 10022/60 School 2/3/20

MNT4 10558/8 Store 6/9/20

ID Scan Pass

INS1 385682 Y

INS1 X44372 N

INS2 EF4439 Y

TST3 ED5532 Y

MNT4 BD3259

Item Scan

Smoke detector 385682

CO detector X44372

Smoke detector EF4439

Pump Test ED5532

Sprinkler Head BD3259

What are we talking about ?

Encoding standards

• Dates

• Times

• Location

• Address

Taxonomies

• Terminology

• Definitions
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13

Different 
approach

14

Data Modeling

ID Location Building Date

INS1 10001/45 Store 10/9/20

ID Scan Pass

INS1 385682 Y

INS1 X44372 N

Item Scan

Smoke detector 385682

CO detector X44372

Narrative

On October 9th 2020 we 
performed an inspection, record 
No. INS1 at a store located at 
10001/45. We inspected a Smoke 
detector with id 385682 which 
passed and a CO detector with id 
X44372 which failed

16

Narrative from a 4y old

We did a inspection INS1

It was on the 9th October 2020

The inspection was at a store

The store is located at 10001/45

We inspected a Smoke detector

With ID 385682 which passed

We inspected a Co detector

With ID X44372 which failed

17

Grammatical break down

INS1 is an inspection

INS1 Was on 10/9/2020

INS1 Location 10001/45

10001/45 is a Store

INS1 inspected 385682

385682 is a Smoke Detector

385682 inspection Passed

INS1 inspected X44372

X44372 is a Co Detector

X44372 inspection Failed
18
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Statements

Subject Predicate Object

INS1 Is a Inspection

INS1 Was on  10/9/2020

INS1 location 10001/45

10001/45 Is a Store

INS1 Inspected Item 385682

385682 Is a Smoke Detector

385682 Test result passed

INS1 Inspected Item X44372

X44372 Is a CO Detector

X44372 Test result failed

19

Statements

Subject Predicate Object

INS1 Is a Inspection

INS1 Was on  10/9/2020

INS1 location 10001/45

10001/45 Is a Store

INS1 Inspected Item 385682

385682 Is a Smoke Detector

385682 Test result passed

INS1 Inspected Item X44372

X44372 Is a CO Detector

X44372 Test result failed

20

Graph Concept

21

38568
2

X4437
2

INS
1

10001/4
5

Smoke
Detecto

r

CO
Detecto

r

Stor
e

pas
s

fai
l

type

type

type

item

result

result

item

location

New form same Problems

Subject Predicate Object

INS1 Is a Inspection

INS1 Was on 10/9/2020

INS1 location 10001/45

10001/45 Is a Store

INS1 Inspected Item 385682

385682 Is a Smoke Detector

385682 Test result passed

INS1 Inspected Item X44372

X44372 Is a CO Detector

X44372 Test result failed

22

23

Unique Identifier

24
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URL’s for predicates

Subject Predicate Object

INS1 http://w3/type Inspection

INS1 http://sem/timestamp 10/9/2020

INS1 http://w3/loc/location 10001/45

10001/45 http://w3/type Store

INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item 385682

385682 http://w3/type Smoke Detector

385682 http://nfpa/itm/result passed

INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item X44372

X44372 http://w3/type CO Detector

X44372 http://nfpa/itm/result failed

25

URL’s everywhere

Subject Predicate Object

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/Insp

http://itmdata/INS1 http://sem/timestamp 10/9/2020

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/loc/location http://loc/10001/45

http://loc/10001/45 http://w3/type Store

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/385682

http://inv/385682 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/SmD

http://inv/385682 http://nfpa/itm/result passed

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/X44372

http://inv/X44372 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/CoD

http://inv/X44372 http://nfpa/itm/result failed

26

URL’s everywhere

Subject Predicate Object

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/Insp

http://itmdata/INS1 http://sem/timestamp 10/9/2020

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/loc/location http://loc/10001/45

http://loc/10001/45 http://w3/type Store

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/385682

http://inv/385682 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/SmD

http://inv/385682 http://nfpa/itm/result passed

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/X44372

http://inv/X44372 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/CoD

http://inv/X44372 http://nfpa/itm/result failed

Data Model 27

RDF
Resource 

Description 
Framework

28

RDF

Framework

• Not a file format

• Multilingual

Serializable

• Turtle

• JSON-LD

• N-Tripples
• RDF/XML ( Rather not )

Towards a 
smarter Web

30
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Open and Closed worlds

Closed World Assumption

To answer a question all data to 
answer the quesion is available

• Balance of my bank account

Open World Assumption

To answer a question the absence 
of information has to be taken into 
account

• Is Bart the only firefighter who 
likes to talk about linked data

Data Model

Subject Predicate Object

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/Insp

http://itmdata/INS1 http://sem/timestamp 10/9/2020

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/loc/location http://loc/10001/45

http://loc/10001/45 http://w3/type Store

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/385682

http://inv/385682 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/SmD

http://inv/385682 http://nfpa/itm/result passed

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/X44372

http://inv/X44372 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/CoD

http://inv/X44372 http://nfpa/itm/result failed

Data Model 32

Vocabulary

Subject Predicate Object

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/Insp

http://itmdata/INS1 http://sem/timestamp 10/9/2020

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/loc/location http://loc/10001/45

http://loc/10001/45 http://w3/type Store

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/385682

http://inv/385682 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/SmD

http://inv/385682 http://nfpa/itm/result passed

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/X44372

http://inv/X44372 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/CoD

http://inv/X44372 http://nfpa/itm/result failed

Vocabulary 33

Vocabulairies

‘Intelligence on het web’

Allows

• Reasoning

• Infering of statements

• Detection of errors

34

Simple reasoning

35

http://nfpa/itm/item defines:

• Item points to an Inspectable Item

Subject Predicate Object

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/Insp

http://loc/10001/45 http://w3/type Store

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/385682

http://inv/385682 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/SmD

http://inv/385682 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/InsItem

Inferring statements

36

http://nfpa/itm/item defines:

• Is reverse of http://nfpa/itm/InspAt Inspected at

Subject Predicate Object

http://itmdata/INS1 http://w3/type http://nfpa/itm/Insp

http://loc/10001/45 http://w3/type Store

http://itmdata/INS1 http://nfpa/itm/item http://inv/385682

http://inv/385682 http://nfpa/itm/inspAt http://itmdata/INS1

31 32

33 34

35 36
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Linked Data

37

Linked Data uses the 
concepts and technologies of 
the Web to describe the 
world. (no acronyms, no tech 
terms, one tweet)
@philarcher1

Concepts and Techniques Web

Concept

• Contextual links between documents through 
references 

• Links contain information

• Target of link contains information and links

Techniek

• Unlimitted locations

• No knowledge needed on how to reach 
documentation

42
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Open Standards

43

Internet
• IETF

–TCP/IP

–HTTP

Web
• W3C

–HTML

–CSS

–RDF

Linked data

• Use URIs to identify things

• Use HTTP URIs to load the data on 
the web

• If someone requests the URI make 
sure the proper information is returned

• Link to other URIs to expand the graph

45

Advantages Graph Model / Linked Data

• Metadata in data

• Reference data
– Authority

– Data at the source

• Uniform Identifiers
– Connect multiple datasets URIs

• Machine readable

• Data exchange

• ‘Agile’ ( Flexible )

46

Graph Data Model Explained
Linked Data for ITM data

Bart van Leeuwen  ●

@semanticfire  ● #linkeddata

43 44
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ITM Data Exchange
Preliminary Data Model

Bart van Leeuwen  ●

@semanticfire

Data Model
Choices

2

Data Model Choices

ITM is essentialy about events

• Every ITM activity, inspection, testing and maintenance 
has a time and place

• Key Elements of ITM are time aspects

 ITM Intervals

 ITM due dates ( next inspection )

3

Data Model Choices

ITM Site Activity

• Is an Event ( has a time and place )

• Contains ITM Activities

• Points to

 Location

 Report

 Actors

• Based on Simple Event Model

4

Simple Event Model

5

Data Model Choices

ITM Activity

• Is an Event ( has a time and place )

 Time and place can be infered from Site Activity

• Is a Base class for Item type specific Activities

 Fire Pump, Panel, Detectors

• Has generic properties

 Item, time, place

6
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Data Model Choices

ITM Item

• Generic Properties of Items

 Make

 Model

 Serial/Scan

 Install date

• Separated to be able to track timelines

• Relate to Building models

7

Data Model Choices

ITM Activity, Item Specific

• Has Properties related to a specific Item Type

 Flow rates

 Water Levels

 Etc.

• Properties are derived from generic properties

 Test

 Inspection

 Maintenance

8

Data Model Choices

ITM Activity, Item Specific ( continued )

• Generic property infers ITM Activity type

 Test Property → ITM Test Activity Type

 RDF allows multiple classes

• Property values are Datacube ready

 Datacubes facilitate easy analysis

• Properties are aligned with SSN

 Sensor Networks allow for integration with
remote sensing

9

Preliminary
Data Model

10

Data Model

11

Data Model
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